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Double Crossing
Autoethnography: Process, Product, and Possibility for
Critical Social Research by Sherick A. Hughes and Julie
L. Pennington provides a short introduction to the
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methodological tools and concepts of
autoethnography, combining theoretical approaches
with practical “how to” information. Written for social
science students, teachers, teacher educators, and
educational researchers, the text shows readers how
autoethnographers collect, analyze, and report data.
With its grounding in critical social theory and
inclusion of innovative methods, this practical
resource will move the field of autoethnography
forward.

Deckhand
Based on a true story, this is the fictionalized account
of James Jesse Strang, a self-proclaimed Mormon king,
and the people with whom he battled, confided, and
created a thriving island community.

Guide to U. S. Government Publications
Congressman Tate Daniels had second-guessed
almost every decision he'd ever made - with good
reason. All he wanted out of life was to play for his
beloved Detroit Tigers, take over the family farm, and
settle down with the girl of his dreams. Funny how life
works out. To make matters worse, Tate had
managed to alienate his friends that he'd known since
their first Little League game back in 1965. Perhaps it
would be better to belive in fate than to take
responsibility for his current position. One thing Tate
now knows for certain - as he lie [sic] on the floor with
a bullet in his chest - this isn't right.
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Light House
Many of North America’s most beloved regions are
artfully celebrated in these board books designed to
soothe children before bedtime while instilling an
early appreciation for the continent’s natural and
cultural wonders. Each book stars a multicultural
group of people visiting the featured area’s
attractions, and rhythmic language guides children
through the passage of both a single day and the four
seasons while saluting the iconic aspects of each
place. Covering many unique destinations across
Michigan, including Detroit, the scenic Upper
Peninsula, Sleeping Bear Dunes, and Tahquamenon
Falls, this board book is a celebration of places and
things that make the Great Lakes State special.

BIgfoot and the Mitten
Secrets of the Summer
Reproduction of the original: History of the Ottawa
and Chippewa Indians of Michigan by Andrew J.
Blackbird

Sport
Fun with the Family in Ohio
Freshwater Fury is the first comprehensive history of
the Great Storm.
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History of the Ottawa and Chippewa
Indians of Michigan
Travel Michigan’s coast—and into the state’s
history—with otherworldly tales of the spirits of those
who sought to keep its waters safe. Michigan has
more lighthouses than any other state, with more
than 120 dotting its expansive Great Lakes shoreline.
Many of these lighthouses lay claim to haunted
happenings. Former keepers like the cigar-smoking
Captain Townshend at Seul Choix Point and prankster
John Herman at Waugoshance Shoal near Mackinaw
City maintain their watch long after death ended their
duties. At White River Light Station in Whitehall,
Sarah Robinson still keeps a clean and tidy house, and
a mysterious young girl at the Marquette Harbor
Lighthouse seeks out other children and female
companions. Countless spirits remain between
Whitefish Point and Point Iroquois in an area well
known for its many tragic shipwrecks. Join author and
Promote Michigan founder Dianna Stampfler as she
recounts the tales from Michigan’s ghostly beacons.
“Haunting tales of Michigan’s lighthouses . . . Her
stories come from lighthouse museums, friends and
family.”—Great Lakes Echo

Good Night New Hampshire
The Town That Disappeared
Three friends embark upon a hero's journey, questing
for a distant treasure. The way isarduous and fraught
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with peril, yet the trio boldly presses on. Much to their
relief, help comesalong when they least expect it-a
guiding bright light, help from a thoughtful
stranger,fellowship in a broken village. But is the
kindness of strangers enough to help the threefriends
survive vicious storms, fend off fire-breathing
monsters, and conquer their own fears?Find out as
the adventure builds toward a prize worthy of a
treasure chest.Beyond the Lighthouse, Over the
Mountains is a fairy tale of contrasting experiences,
wherecozy spaces and beautiful places exist within
the context of a formidable journey and
diresituations. It is a book to be shared-to be read by
a parent, grandparent, or friend, with achild they care
about-in the shade of a tall tree on a warm summer
day, or snuggled by thefireside on a cold winter
evening.

Michigan History
A funny rhyming picture book about a Bigfoot who
lost his mitten. His new friend Robin helps him travel
across the state of Michigan looking for it.

Beyond the Lighthouse, Over the
Mountains
Stocking writes about the people and places she
knows so intimately

Whispered Echoes
Poetry. "Written over a span of six years, the poems
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of Brian Lucas's LIGHT HOUSE operate in what
musician Brain Eno calls 'the long now, ' a vast span
of human time which redraws the lines of social
priorities, away from the pathological hyperactivity of
a market-driven attention span toward compassion
and long horizons.a critical retuning of the ear, mind
and heart"--Brian Strang. "Brian Lucas's first book is
also the document of an exilic voice, original in it's
wandering, a book composed of spectral coils, knots,
and spirals, a book of arabesque (that perfect
synthesis of irony and enthusiasm), whose language
is limitlessly defined as "an intentional science of
ecstasy beyond the decay"--Andrew Jordan

Green Mansions: A Romance of the
Tropical Forest
Easy-to-read text introduces the sights of New
Hampshire, through a full day of sightseeing.

Vaninka (Celebrated Crimes Series)
A beloved picture book from two-time Caldecott
Medal award-winner Sophie Blackall that transports
readers to the seaside in timeless, nautical splendor!
Watch the days and seasons pass as the wind blows,
the fog rolls in, and icebergs drift by. Outside, there is
water all around. Inside, the daily life of a lighthouse
keeper and his family unfolds as the keeper boils
water for tea, lights the lamp's wick, and writes every
detail in his logbook. Step back in time and through
the door of this iconic lighthouse into a cozy dollhouselike interior with the extraordinary award-winning
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artist Sophie Blackall.

The Lost Symbol
This antiquarian book contains Alexandre Dumas's
work "Vaninka". It was first published as part of his
eight-volume series "Celebrated Crimes" (1839-40),
and recounts the true story of brutal torture and
execution in the city of St. Petersburg. A thrilling and
authentic retelling of the notorious case, "Vaninka" is
not to be missed by fans of the true-crime genre, and
constitutes a must-have for collectors of Dumas's
work. Alexandre Dumas (1802-1870) was a famous
French writer. He is best remembered for his exciting
romantic sagas, including "The Three Musketeers"
and "The Count of Monte Cristo". Despite making a
great deal of money from his writing, Dumas was
almost perpetually penniless thanks to his lavish
lifestyle. His novels have been translated into nearly a
hundred different languages, and have inspired over
200 motion pictures. Many of the earliest books,
particularly those dating back to the 1900s and
before, are now extremely scarce and increasingly
expensive. We are republishing this antiquarian book
in an affordable, modern, high-quality edition
complete with a specially commissioned new
biography of the author.

Moon Wisconsin's Door County
This book presents all the publicly available questions
from the PISA surveys. Some of these questions were
used in the PISA 2000, 2003 and 2006 surveys and
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others were used in developing and trying out the
assessment.

Man on the Fence
From the pen of horror writer Paul F. Olson comes
Whispered Echoes, a stunning dark fiction collection
that will carry you down lonely twilight byways into a
world of darkness and dread.

Field Book for Describing and Sampling
Soils
US BOATING PILOT 10.. INTRACOASTAL WATERWAY.
2016-2017. Edition. This book is a reproduction of the
official NOAA Coast Pilot but includes an app which
includes all the other information which is useful for
mariners navigating these waters.A code for a free
app is included in this book. The print book contains
the text for Coast Pilot 5 by NOAA. . The app links to
charts, aerial photos, embedded videos, every
marina, email support group, all port authorities, the
wind charts, every anchorage, worldwide harbors, the
tides, engine troubleshooting, all the weather, local
knowledge, every dive site, every seabird, every
pelagic fish, how to catch fish, animated knots, tips,
suggested itineraries,the nav rules, the ocean
currents, all safety information, USCG, outboard
engines, vessel traffic services, the radio frequencies,
videos, every dock, every fuel supply, food,
restaurants & supermarkets, every lighthouse,
repairs, marine parks, general knowledge, your safety
& security, sightseeing, the dive sites, all necessary
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books, USCG accident reports, safety check, Facebook
group, Pinterest, Instagram, the nightlife, Crewfinder,
Tumblr, Scuttlebutt, Snapchat group, Tripadvisor,
environmental issues, all warnings, Chatbot, Live
cams, Livestream, Events, Regulations, Wikipedia, put
up your photos & videos, email group, Cruisers
Forum, BoatBuzz, Top 20 sailing blogs, Links to all
Gov agencies, official alerts & warnings and more +
Your screen can become a full screen weather radar.
+ See the surrounding ships in real time on your
screen with a link to AIS. + View updated charts using
online chart viewer. + Before departure download and
print current charts in booklet form. Topics in this Pilot
include channel descriptions, piracy, safety,
anchorages, cloud cover, local winds, humidity,
temperatures, bridge and cable clearances,
dangerous waves, currents, tide and water levels,
prominent features, visibility, cyclones, storms, fog,
precipitation, pilotage, towage, weather, ice
conditions, wharf descriptions, dangers, routes, traffic
separation schemes, small-craft facilities, and Federal
regulations applicable to navigation. CH 1. GENERAL
INFORMATION This is a huge resource on the app with
hundreds of useful links to Government, USCG,
Wikipedia CH 2. NAVIGATION REGULATIONS. The
uptodate online Government Regulations.

Good Night Michigan
Driven from his neighborhood during the Chicago fire
of 1871, Adrian and his parents move to the Michigan
wilderness where his father lands a job at the sawmill.
The town is called Singapore - as if a name could
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make a tiny spot of town into a great seaport. Adrian
finds it difficult to adjust to his new surroundings.
Back in Chicago, it was easy to keep his hobby a
secret, even from his father. But in this small town,
will people discover who the true knitter of the family
is? Just as Adrian starts to feel that Singapore is his
home, he discovers the moving sand dunes along the
Lake michigan shore are slowly burying his town. He
tries to stop it, but how can he fight both man and
nature?

Ohio
Long before popular television shows such as Dirty
Jobs and The Deadliest Catch, everyday men and
women---the unsung heroes of the job world---toiled in
important but mostly anonymous jobs. One of those
jobs was deckhand on the ore boats. With numerous
photographs and engaging stories, Deckhand offers
an insider's view of both the mundane and the
intriguing duties performed by deckhands on these
gritty cargo vessels. Boisterous port saloons, monster
ice jams, near drownings, and the daily drudgery of
soogeying---cleaning dirt and grime off the ships---are
just a few of the experiences Mickey Haydamacker
had as a young deckhand working on freighters of the
Great Lakes in the early 1960s. Haydamacker sailed
five Interlake Steamship Company boats, from the
modern Elton Hoyt 2nd to the ancient coal-powered
Colonel James Pickands with its backbreaking tarpcovered hatches. Deckhand will appeal to shipping
buffs and to anyone interested in Great Lakes
shipping and maritime history as it chronicles the
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adventures of living on the lakes from the seldomseen view of a deckhand. Mickey Haydamacker spent
his youth as a deckhand sailing on the freighters of
the Great Lakes. During the 1962 and '63 seasons
Nelson sailed five different Interlake Steamship
Company ore boats. He later went on to become an
arson expert with the Michigan State Police, retiring
with the rank of Detective Sergeant. Alan D. Millar, to
whom Haydamacker related his tale of deckhanding,
spent his career as a gift store owner and often wrote
copy for local newspaper, TV, and radio.

Going Coastal
- Current information on family attractions- Detailed
maps- Quick reference icons- Age-appropriate
guidelines- Kid-friendly restaurants and places to stay

Kingdom Forgotten
For over a century, Ohio and Pennsylvania families
have made an annual trek to a special spot on the
shores of Lake Erie. This tiny piece of Northeast, Ohio,
has made a huge impression on the hearts of
thousands of visitors. But what is it about this town
that draws generation after generation back for a
vacation every summer? Why, when other resorts and
amusements crumbled apart in the mid-nineteenth
century, was Geneva on the Lake able to sustain
some of the most trying times in the entertainment
industry? Perhaps, by tracing the history of the town,
and by exploring what the town is today, one may
discover the answers to these questions. By
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examining numerous accounts of happy times on the
lakeside, one will discover that some feelings have
held true since the resorts beginnings; Geneva on the
Lake has a magical way of lingering in our memories,
connecting us to our past, and forever remaining in
our hearts.

Hello Lighthouse
Lake Superior--its people and places--feature in this
anthology of short stories by nine writers from
Minnesota and Wisconsin. The power of stories lures
an aging man on a road trip back home, north on
Highway 61. Through her painting of a river, an
Ojibway woman teaches a historian about himself and
her culture's connections to the land and water. A
woman confronts a suicidal man on Stoney Point, led
by the mystical power of water to magnify her psychic
abilities. Another woman finds meaning in the
intricate curves and fiery bands of an agate. A
shoreline boulder offers its magical views on human
life. A ship captain from long ago faces a coldwater
death in Whitefish Bay. Life comes full circle in the
currents of the lake for a young man from Two
Harbors. A ghostly fur trapper haunts Madeline Island.
A family's powerful saga unfolds on the shores of Lake
Superior.

Congressional Record
In 1914 crew members of the lighthouse tender
Hyacinth rescued a stray puppy from the Milwaukee
River and named him Sport. For the next twelve
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years, this charming Newfoundland-retriever mix lived
the life of a ship dog, helping the Hyacinth crew as
they carried supplies to lighthouses and maintained
the buoys and other safety features around Lake
Michigan. Sport quickly became a valued companion
to his crew and a recognizable mascot of the
lake—making friends in every port. In this beautifully
illustrated children’s book based on historical
documents and photographs, readers share in Sport’s
adventures while discovering the various ways
lighthouse tender ships helped keep the lake safe for
others. Helpful diagrams, a map, and a historical note
supplement this engaging story for young readers.

Freshwater Fury
Today is perfect for a daycation. Calling all Bend,
Oregon visitors, new residents and anyone who is
curious about the exciting destinations that surround
this beautiful city. Bend, Oregon Daycations is your
source for fun one-day travel narratives for families.
Learn what to take, where to go, and what not to miss
on 19 Oregon day trips within a two-hour radius of
Bend. Follow easy itineraries packed with information
to explore these places and more: The Painted Hills:
Take a hike, learn about Oregon's geologic history
and eat homemade pie. Newberry Crater: Explore an
obsidian flow, dip your toes in the lake and see a
waterfall. The McKenzie River: Gaze at the famous
Blue Pool, learn about the river's unique hydrology
and walk on a lava flow. Crater Lake: Take a boat ride
in a volcano, eat in a 100-year-old lodge and
contemplate the United States' deepest lake in
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Oregon's only national park. Camp Sherman: See a
river spring from the ground, eat ice cream at a
country store, and feed salmon their lunch. "Kim's
first-hand knowledge and love of the area combined
with her knack for candid reflection and laugh-outloud storytelling results in a delightfully fresh,
engaging, witty and personal guide of wanderlustinspiring travel destinations. For adventure seekers
and families eager to explore the scenic beauty of
Central Oregon (and where to get a beer along the
way) this travel guide is a must-read." --Mariah
Wilson, local writer and regional expert

Backpacking in Michigan
Lost In Michigan Volume 3: History and
Travel Stories From An Endless Road Trip
One calendar. Twelve lighthouses. Two hearts.
Cassidy Knowles, the nation’s fastest rising food-andwine writer, receives a gift. A calendar of lighthouses
surrounding Seattle. And a dozen letters revealing a
past she never knew. Russell Morgan, born to a
fortune, went out and made one of his own. With a
calendar of lighthouses as a chart, he steps aboard a
sailboat, seeking a new heading for his future. Where
their courses collide? That is Where Dreams Are Born.

Where Dreams Are Born
Provides guidance to historic building owners and
building managers, preservation consultants,
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architects, contractors, and project reviewers prior to
treatment of historic buildings.

Bend, Oregon Daycations
The discovery of a mysterious object in the U.S.
Capitol building and a subsequent kidnapping lead
Harvard symbologist Robert Langdon into a web of
mysterious codes, secret locations, and hidden
knowledge.

Encyclopaedia Britannica
The Secretary of the Interior's Standards
for the Treatment of Historic Properties
The third volume in the Lost In Michigan book series.
Fun and informative stories that are off the beaten
path throughout the "Mitten State" that are. Tales of
tragic accidents, to historic places and inspirational
people that showcases Michigan's unique history. If
you have traveled to the popular tourist destinations
in Michigan, and are looking for something a little
different, you will enjoy reading this book. It's the
perfect book to take on a road trip and get "Lost In
Michigan."

Autoethnography
Make Your Escape Travel writer and local Thomas
Huhti shares his expert perspective on Door County,
guiding you on a memorable and unique experience.
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Whether you're looking to enjoy outdoor recreation on
Lake Michigan or tour local wineries, Moon
Wisconsin's Door County has activities for every
traveler. With itineraries like “A Perfect Week in Door
County,” expertly crafted maps, gorgeous photos, and
Thomas' trustworthy advice, Moon Wisconsin's Door
County provides the tools for planning your perfect
trip! Moon Wisconsin's Door County covers can't-miss
sights and the best destinations including: Sturgeon
Bay Lakeside and Bayside Washington Island and
Rock Island Sheboygan Manitowoc and Two Rivers
Green Bay Appleton Oshkosh Fond du Lac

Letters from the Leelanau
An illustrated guide to wilderness treks, overnight
hikes, and long walks throughout the state of
Michigan for hikers of all fitness levels provides a
description of each trail and its environs, detailed
maps, tips on things to see and do, nearby attractions
and towns, difficulty ratings, fees, transportation to
and from the site, and other useful information.
Original.

U. S. Boating Pilot 10 Intracoastal
Waterway
With hundreds of fun activities to choose from,
families can discover the nostalgic charm of the MerryGo-Round Museum in Sandusky, visit the Rock 'n' Roll
Hall of Fame in Cleveland, and journey through space
at the Neil Armstrong Air & Space Museum in
Wapakoneta. 6 maps.
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Geneva on the Lake
Summer Rose Krause tries -- really she does -- but she
simply can't manage to stay out of trouble. It's 1965
and at only 21 years old -- hailing from a prominent
Michigan family, no less -- she finds herself in jail for
the second time. When the judge renders a sentence
of community service in a small, hick town Summer's
never heard of, the young woman is certain she's
doomed. Little does she know, she's about to stumble
straight into a murder case and fall in love with a man
who's altogether wrong for her, all in one fell swoop.
As Summer becomes entangled in the lives of the
sometimes quirky and always fascinating townsfolk,
she can't help but delve into the truth behind the
murder. Soon, she's steeping in stories about the
Roaring Twenties, a speakeasy, the infamous Detroit
Purple Gang, and a mysterious gangster moll. The
resulting shocking revelations teach Summer a lot
over the summer, but will it be enough to get the girl
to settle down? Her secrets may run deeper than
even she knows.

Moon Wisconsin
WINNER of the 2012 BEST FIRST NOVEL Spur Award
from Western Writers of America AND a 2012
FINALIST for the USA BOOK NEWS Awards - for Fiction:
WesternA murder arranged as a suicide a missing
deed and a bereft daughter whose sheltered world is
shattered.August, 1869: Lily Granville is stunned by
her father's murder. Only one other person knows
about a valuable California gold mine deed -- both are
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now missing. Lily heads west on the newly opened
transcontinental railroad, determined to track the
killer. She soon realizes she is no longer the hunter
but the prey.As things progress from bad to worse,
Lily is uncertain who to trust--the China-bound
missionary who wants to marry her, or the wandering
Texan who offers to protect her for a price. Will Lily
survive the journey and unexpected betrayal?

PISA Take the Test Sample Questions
from OECD's PISA Assessments
Discover Wisconsin in a Whole New Way Travel writer
and local Thomas Huhti shares his expert perspective
on The Badger State, guiding you on a memorable
and unique experience. Whether you're looking to
sample the bars and pubs of Madison, or swim and
camp on the beaches of the Wisconsin Dells, Moon
Wisconsin has activities for every traveler. With
itineraries like “The Best of Wisconsin” and “Following
Frank Lloyd Wright,” expertly crafted maps, gorgeous
photos, and Thomas' trustworthy advice, Moon
Wisconsin provides the tools for planning your perfect
trip! Moon Wisconsin covers can't-miss sights and the
best destinations including: Milwaukee Madison
Southeastern Wisconsin Door County East-Central
Waters Northeastern Wisconsin Indianhead Country
Great River Road Central Wisconsin Sands

Michigan's Haunted Lighthouses
The Congressional Record is the official record of the
proceedings and debates of the United States
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Congress. It is published daily when Congress is in
session. The Congressional Record began publication
in 1873. Debates for sessions prior to 1873 are
recorded in The Debates and Proceedings in the
Congress of the United States (1789-1824), the
Register of Debates in Congress (1824-1837), and the
Congressional Globe (1833-1873)
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY &
THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S
YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION
HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE
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